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EXECUTIVE SESSION

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1980

United States Senate

Committee on Finance

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m. in

room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long

(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Bentsen, Baucus, Boren,

Bradley, Dole, Packwood, Roth, Dianforth, Chafee, Heinz, Wallop,

Durenberger.

The Chairman. Let me call this meeting to order, if I may,,

please because time is going to run out on us. If you want a cup

of coffee, you can have it brought to you while we have the

meeting here.

I first of all want to know - we can discuss all three

things but rather than start'- on top of the agenda - I would like

to know what Senator Dole's view is with regard to the extension

of the debt limiit.

Senator Dole. Mr. Chairman, I talked with Secretary Miller

and he feels very strongly that we should do something before we

adjourn, or we are aoing to find ourselves in late December, earl,~

January, i~n a very bad position.
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2

1 ~I have communicated that to whomever I could in the incoming

2 Administration. I think they would agree that if we can work out

31 some agreement to extend the limit at least up through May of next

4 year, it would be very helpful. Senator Byrd did have a hearing.

' 5 The Chairman. Well, my reaction to it, just from looking

6 at the Secretary's statement is, that ordinarily I would think

7 the present Administration ought to be able to make it with the

8 debt limit that they have until they turn over power to the new

9 Administration. According to the figures the Secretary put in

E~ 10 the record it seems to me as though he would have to go inside
z

11 this so-called $15 billion cushion that he likes to have there.

&12 My thought would be, you still have $12 billion to spare at the low

13 figure-- as I looked at it in the record.

14 We could be called back, if need be, if the nation had some

:151sort of great emergency and spent a lot more money than necessary.!

16 But on the other hand, if the new Administration wanted us to put

17 some more money in, in order so they would not be confronted with

18 an immediate crisis, I would be willing to consider it on that

19 basis.

20 My thought would be, though, if they wanted to increase the

21 debt limit that we ought to give them enough so that they could

22 take a look at the situation, but hopefully not so much that

23 they would not have to act sometime soon because weonti

24 Committee, I think, will want to move a tax-cut bill as soon as

25 we can.
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that the Ways and Means Committee has been doing to

around there and take about six months to ever send

-om the House to the Senate.

)ole. Mr. Chairman, if we can just interrupt for a

Lought maybe this might be our last meeting this

Tould like to take just a minute - we know it is a

to just present you with a little sustenance.

ole. It says, "Mr. Chairman, thank you." If you

e will have somebody cut it so we can all get a

man. Maybe Senator Talmadge can share this with me.

ave three outgoing chairmen here.

nian. I will make the first slice. Herman, how

ag the second slice? I thought we ought to get

all the time we sat here.

irmadge. On behalf of some of our departing

ist want to make one last plea. Do not repeal all

because some of us will be unemployed and rnicrht be;

te of these benefits.

ian. Senator Bentsen, take a little cut, you are

~airman. I knew we would get soihething from tLhe
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1 public but I did not realize it would be as pleasant as a piece 1

2 of cake.

3 (Laughter.)

4 Senator Dole, We appreciate all your help, Mr. Chairman, and

5we are looking forward to long cooperation I am certain we will

6 have on this committee come January.

7 
'~~ 7 I was riding over last night with Senator Bradley and I said

8 "You know, this may be our last meeting, we ought to have a littele

9 1surprise for the chairman." I hop~e you like cake at a qruarter to

I l ten in the morning. In any event, you have it.

CI 1 The Chairman. It is delicious cake.

Z 1 Senator Dole. It is fresh, too.
z

~~ *13 (Laughter.)

~~ 14 Senator Dole. We still do business with Watergate, a lot of

15 Republi~cans; that is where I bought the cake.

16 ~The Chairman. Ordinarily, I would think why,not extend them

~ 17 up until about April 1, if you want to suggest a figure. You see,

~ 18 if we do not extend it beyond that date, the House will have to

19 send us a bill by that date.

2020 ~Senator Dole. Right. The House passed the Debt Limit

22 Second Budget Resolution. That would extend through September,

23 right ? But I guess if we want a smaller amount and a different

24 date, I guess we can amend the House Resolution and send it back.

25 ~Mr. Shapiro. You actually, have two resolutions before you

.1 ~~~ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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22 Second Budget Resolution. That would extend through Septemberr

23 right? But I guess if we want a smaller amount and a different

241 date, I guess we can amend the House Resolution and send it back.

25 Mr. Shapiro. You actuall,,r have two resolutions before you
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1 that the House has sent, Budget Resolutions. The first one has a

2 limit of $935.1' billion; the second one has $978.1 billion. Both

3of those go through Sei~tember 30.

4 So, I must say that one of the questions that you will have is,1

LO 5 whether or not when you send it back to the House, whether or not

6: they will agree.

Fl 7 Remember, you are operating now under a new procedure under

O 8: which the House does not pass debt ceilings specifically. What

9 they do is, they include their debt ceiling as part of the budget.

E. 1j Once the budget is passed it is broken out into a separate

z

13 of the Problem the House has had in passing a debt ceiling in

- 14ithe past.

0.15 So, when you agree to a new debt ceiling, you take one of

~.16 these resolutions that are before you and send it back to the

17 House, you run the risk that the House may not pass it and you

?i 1 1are stuck with present law, which is a $925 billion limit.

19 I would like to make a suggestion to you, that you take the

20 second resolution, which is H.R. Resolution 636, which has the

21 S978 bi~lli~on. Modify that one. Send it back to the House and I

22 see if they will pass it. If they do not, then you still have the1

23 Opti.Lon of taking the first resolution they sent here, which is

24 $935 billion, which. is $10 billion more than present law. All

25 that you have to do for that one is to pass it, and it goes right
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25 i year.
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1 ~That being the case, my thought is that if we are going to

2extend it, we should not extend it past April 1. That way at lea,

3 they will have to send us something on the debt limit and give us

4 a chance to legislate. Even if it is only something to extend

Ln 5 debate, they would at least have to accord us an opportunity to

6legislate.

~.7 Mr. Shapiro. I am not saying anything contrary to what you

a are suggesting there, Mr. Chairman. All I am suggesting is that

9 you have two vehicles here. With one vehicle you can do exactly
0
U 10 what you said, on the vehicle that you tried to pass to change
Z

~ 11 the date and send it back to the House.

12 If the House, however, cannot get a majority to pass theZ

13 debt ceiling, then with no other change you are left with the

14 $925 billion ceiling which means that it would cut off, maybe, in

C15 mid-January before you even had a chance to organize the Congress.

16 ~ The Chairman. That is just fine, then the President-can

17 call us back and the House would have made that necessary.

Cn18 Mr. Shapiro. The second option allows you to have exactly

19 what you want, as well as giving you a little more- leeway,,. T1hat

20 is to just take the other budget resolution that is here, the

21 other resolution that has $935 billion, pass it. In that ca~se it

22 does not need to go to the House and that would expire, probably,

23 in the mi..ddle of' February. in other words, it still gives you

24 the short time period that you are looking for.

25 The Chairman. The S935 billion expire in'the middle of

-. '-I % %~f I 1 -I IN - -. WIv r- AN T , I N (..



1 February?

2 Mr. Shapiro. The Present level is $925 billion, and we

3I think the $935 billion may go somewhere in February.

4 Senator Dole. We could increase that to April 1.

5 i Mr. Shapiro. Even though the date may say September 30, even,

6 the Secretary's figures when he came here showed that at February£o
7

8

9

0

z

C5 13
-

. 1

5 153

28 you would be at $943 billion, and on March 31 you would be at

$956 billion.

So, it is not the date that would be the limiting factor, it

is the amount of the debt ceiling. The amount would be $935

billion which looks like it would not even get you through

February.

The Chairman. But it would gdt them to February.

Mr. Shapiro. It would get you, probably, mid-way through

February at least.

16 The Chairman. You see, I just happen to believe that it

17; will not take the Finance Committee up until February to decide

18 what we want to do about a tax cut. I think we can make up our

19 mind in a hurry. If they send us a debt limit bill over here, I

20 think we can act.

21 So, you say if we just send them a $935 resolution?

22 Mr. Shapiro. All you do, if you want to just agree to the

23 fiLrst resolution the House does not have to act. It goes right

24 to the President.

25 The Chairman. That is S935 billion.
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1 ~Mr. Shapiro. Now, the date is still September 30 but there

2 is no way that would go past the middle of February, based on tthe

3 projections we have now.

4 Senator Dole. So, we have another option. We really can

La 5 eat our cake and have it, too.

6 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct.

~~ 7 The Chairman. That is a good expression.

8 Senator Dole, Why not do that, why not go to April?

9 Mr. Stern. Mr. Chairman, that resolution is in committee, so
02

10 it would involve the committee reporting it or being discharged,

7 1 1one of the two.

&12 The Chairman. Let me suggest that we do what Mr. Shapiroz

13 is saying. Let me just explain it the way I understand it, the

14 way he explained it to me.

15 The House thus far has tried to avoid voting on the debt

16 limit. While I have no particular interest in saving the House

17 the embarrassment of voting on a debt-limit bill, it does not give'

18 me any Particular problem if we can simply say that we passed a

19 $935 billion debt limit up until September, knowing that that i

20 not going to hold them. That is not going to hold the Admini-

21 stration which in this case will probably be the new Adminis~trationi;

22 that is not going to hold them up until April.

23 Mr. Shapiro. it will not even go through February from all

241 the projections we have now.

25 The Chairman. That means that we will have to act on a debt
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Dceed to act on the debt

that will give us the

it if we want to. That

an early opportunity to

.1 have to send you a de]

Frankly, one of thesE

tt with what happens whei

~ee what happens if you c

are, a great, rich natic

of Congress. At some 1

see how it works. At t

it is not a good idea tc

problem by just Dassing

tion-for the $935 millic

now and the time this

You can do that without any 1

you may want to try theI

you more time and to see ifI
-

UlL~t:' lUU:t' -L-1 L .J-..J PCIZd.n ± L. ±1. L I1t" Ld.Alf 4.L L, L4IdLL.kJL~-.- _JV~ YLU ILUI)Le L4-LiW
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ifor both your tax cut and the amount.

not pass it, you have the second optioi

House concurrence.

Senator Dole. What figure do we need to April 1st"?

Mr. Shapiro. They have $956 billion, is what the Administratilc

said yesterday. If you give S956 billion, they say that will

take them through March 31.

Senator Dole. We could do that. If they do not buy it, we

still have the other option.

Mr. Shapiro. Did you want to go through March, or April?

The Chairman. I wtill say April, but March 31st is just as

well.

Mr. Shapiro. April 1, $956 billion will take you to the

end of March. Those are'the Administration's figures.

Senator Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, why not do that? That gets I

us a tax bill back here. It gives us an opportunity to get on a

tax bill early.

Mr. Shapiro. Now, what Mike is suggesting, since both those

resolutions are in the committee, you may have to report out

both. one with a modification, the second one clean, and act on

the one that takes you to March 31. If the House does not agree

to it, then you have the other one that you can just pass in

the Senate and it goes directly to the White House.

The Chairman. You move, then, to report them both?

Senator Dole. Right, I move them both.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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12

rmnan. All right, amending one of them. Amending the

hiah figure, put the March 31 date on it.

avor say aye.

of ayes.)

rman. opposed, no.

D)nse.)

rman. The ayes have it, it is reported out.

me just take another one that is le-ss controversial

to one that is most controversial.

know of anybody who is opposed to extending the

Coffee Agreement. Irs anybody opposed to it?

)ole. Is that something we need to act on this y/ear?

~r. Mr. Chairman, we do have qome representatives

iistration here, maybe they can respond to that

Senator Dole.

.ios. We put a high priority on this bill. I would

fLact that we have already ratified the International!

nt. So, it is not a question of extending the

is only a question of adopting the implementing

ich will enable us to oarticipate in the agreement.

I %would like to point out that there are no

involved in this bill. The bill has already been

iewed in the House. Our Participation in the

this particular bill do have a wide measure of

the coffee industry and also among consumers. We

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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had the Consumers Union officially support this bill.

We feel that this bill and the Coffee Agreement, the operation

.e Coffee Agreement itself, will have significant economic

tages for the U.S. It will help to avoid the boom-and-bust

that has characterized the coffee industry in recent years,

1so it has significant foreign policy interests for us, our

cipation in it.

4e feel, therefore, that it is very important that we pass

Dill during this session. Thank you.

3enator Dole. Is that your understanding, Bob?

Ir. Lighthizer. Senator, it is our understanding that there

particular reason to pass it in the next week, or the next

*of days. It is something that could be done in January or

~ry, or early next year.

n addition, we have had not hearings in the Finance Committed.

somewhat of a dangerous precedent, it seems to us, to be

g things routinely that the Finance Committee has not had

at.

enator Dole. Have they had hearings on the House side?

r. Lighthizer. They did have hearings on the House side.

anator Dole.' Which subcommittee was that?

r. Lighthizer. I think it was the Trade Subcommittee.

r. Phillips. That is right.

ie Chairman. How did they vote when the House voted on it?

-.Lighthizer. I do not know that there was any great

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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controversy on it.I

Mr. Foster. Th e House passed it on the Suspend Calendar

without objection last Tuesday.I

The Chairman. The House can pass it by unanimous consent I

after they hold hearings. It would not sound to me as though

there is enough controversy on this for us to wait until next

year.

As I understand it, is not this merely carrying out a

treaty commitment of the United States?

Mr. Lang. Yes, sir, that is correct. The treaty itself

was approved by 75 to zero votes in the SpnMt-p qppr eas a

Mr. Chairman, the treaty itself expires in 1932, so there would

be an opportunity to review the matter-.

Senator Dole. I would just move that we report it. If we

have any objection, we just hold it on the floor.

Senator Chafee. Mr. Chairman, I would like to see us get

on with this. I spoke to Under Secretary Coop~er this morning

about it, he gave me a ring. It seems to me, it is just one more

step of reinforcing our treaties with the actual legislation.

As I understand it, every nation that is part of t~he treaty

hias passed conforming legislation except us and one other nation.

I personally would like to see us get on with it.

The Chairman. Without objection, then, we will report this

24 i plmn ngareet th Inentoa CofeAreetA .

25 Without objection it is reported.
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legotiated, or any modification or renewal of such agreement.

There is a bit of background. on November 10 the International

.e Commission decided by a three to two vote that the U.S.

mobile industry was not eligible for import relief, import

raints, under the Trade Act of 1974, the Import Relief pro-

ons.

Under those provisions, if an industry indicates and

blishes that increased imports are a substantial cause of

)us injury, that would result in authorizing the President to

3e some relief.

The three commissioners who voted in the negative found there

increased imports, and clearly found that the industry was

rinjured, but were not able to find that the 'substantial

I*criteria had been met.

Basically, they found that there was at least one other cause

was more important than imports in explaining, if you will,

njury that is being suffered by the domestic industry.

Senator Bradley. What was that?

The Chairman. Let me ask, who is here that can reflect the

istration's point of view on this automobile import problem?

Du competent to do that, Mr. Lubick?

Ar. Lubick. No, sir.

(Laughter.)

['he Chairman. I thought vcm w rm-rr)T n in-s n

25 i' anything that had to do with money.
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Id suggest that you pass the word along that they send

D here to talk about this automobile thing because I

to get some idea of what the Administration thinks abou,

[ do not know about automobiles. Anything they can

ild be appreciated.

)ster. We have not been able to find a definitive

:ion position on this particular resolution.

Lairman. That is what I have been trying to find out,

ir position.

ster. Right. We have not been able to discover it.

Ascew(?) did testify on the House side that he would

see a resolution as narrowly drawn as this, that is,

lv automobiles. That he thought some consideration

iven to the general Problem of whether the President

ye this sort of authority to enter into voluntary

4reements. He thought it was appropriate under given

never indicated what would be the Administration's

-Talmadge. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? I

:he last Trade Act that we passed we made it broad

:he President to impose quotas, raise tariffs, or

;traints upon foreign countries at will. Is that not

;ter. In the Import Relief provision, Senator

ALIDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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11Talmadge, we did Provide that. But that required that the
2 International Trade Commission find the industry eligible for relief

3 What happened in this case is that they did not find them

4 eligible for relief.

~5 ~ So, that precondition was not met.

6! The Chairman. Mr. Roth?

Z.7 Senator Roth. Mr. Chairman, has it not been true that

8 t additionally it was thought that the President had this authority?~

n In fact, there is a somewhat divided point of view on that issuez
10 currently. One of th~e problems being that many of the companies

11are concerned that if they agree, that there m'ight be a later-time

C 12when they might be caught in antitrust litigation.

13 So, that is a very real way. What this legislation does is

14 confirm what many people think the President already has', but

o15 removes it from any controversy.

16 Because of the serious plight of the industry right now, it

*17 seems to me highly desirable that we ensure that the President

zi~18does have this authority. Am I correct on that?

: 19! Mr. Foster. There is divided opinion on the question of
20 whether he has the authority and, as.-you point out, if it is

21 ultimately decided he does not have the authority, then that gives.

22 rise to questions of antitrust liability.

23 lMany of the foreign companies, in Particular, are very

24reluctant to enter into any arrangement unless they feel that

25 they would be insulated from antitrust suits.
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II.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
1 ~Senator Roth. So, in effect you are removing the doubt, or

2 the cloud on that authority that has heretofore been thought to

3 exist.

4 ~Mr. FostCer. That would certainly be the attempt of the

5 language, to try to remove that doubt.

6 Senator Roth. It is not mandatory, it merely permits it;

7 is that correct?

8 Mr. Foster. It does not require a-negotiation or an agreement',

9 nor could the President unilaterally impose restraints.

10 Senator Chafee. Mr. Chairman, I think this is a bad piece

11of legislation. What we are doing here is running around the

512~ ITC. The ITC made a decision which was three to two, and the

13 industry, a big industry, a powerful industry, is now seeking to

:,14 ge~t around it.

15 ~ I think we would make a great mistake, Mr. Chairman, to

> 16 support this resolution and to report it out at all. As was

17 pointed out, as Senator Talmadge noted, there is a method -for

18 dealing with it. If the ITC finds that there has been damange

19 through imports, then there is a way to proceed. The-President has

201 certain powers.

21 But here specifically, after considering it for what, ten

22 Imonths?

23 I Mr-. Fost-er. Not qruite, I think about five months.

24 Senator Chafee. All right, five months, arid hearing all

25 kinds of testimony, and going into it great depth, they found
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rincipal cause of the automobile companies' probler

rom the imports.

avery one of us representsindustries that would liJl

ind get this type of relief. My State has a lot of

lustry and they would be delighted in here and run

Ls a matter of fact, the ITC did make a decision, t

the leather apparels industry. Some Senators in

tee spoke out very strongly that the ITC had made

d thus the President should Proceed under his powe

rds, reinforcing the importance of the ITC decisio.

k if we approve this resolution we will just be uni

trade policies, and I think we would be doing grea-

airman. Senator Heinz?

:Heinz. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Presider

the authority to negotiate voluntary restraint

That authority was used by President Nixon, it wz

le courts, and he was found. ultimately -n to avth-

SO.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

a more perfect circumstance I would probably feel the

many of my colleagues, such as Senator Chafee. ~But

of the resolution I think it would be a very serious

in the Finance Committee, or we on the floor to

resolution or one similar to it. It would send a vervl
ii

25 ' bad signal to the Japanese.
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I am very concerned about the reports I have heard of the

Europeans, in particular, going to the Japanese over the last

months or so and, in effect, negotiating hidden voluntary restraint

agreements that will inevitably damage us. We will become the

continual and increased dumping ground for the Japanese.

They make a pretty good product and they sell it at an

awfully fair price - unfortunate for our automakers.

However, as the resolution is now drafted I believe that it

is seriously flawed, and that is because while we talk about

automobiles and trucks, we do not mention a very serious problem

in a lot of our industrial States, which is the import of

automobile and truck parts.

So I move to amend the resolution by inserting after the

words "automobiles and trucks" wherever they occur, the words,

"and the parts used in assembling them."

it profits us nothing to say that we are going to stop or

get some kind of restraint on whole automobiles and trucks if

they can come in in two pieces, be bolted together, and be driven

right out the back door. I think we have to make sure that if

we are going to do something, if we are going to give the

President some authority, that we give him some meaningful

authority, otherwise we are going to find out what we have done

is worse than nothina.

Senator Bradley. Will the Senator Yield? Perhaps the staff

or the Senator could give me some idea how big a problem is the
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import, and where it is primari

Senator Heinz. It is concentrated in many States, Bill. In

aland, Ohio, there are some 1,200 workers whose jobs are

itened at a Ford olant there because of the importation of

ies, an engine-making plant.

In Pennsylvania we have numerous part suppliers who are

.y being replaced.

Senator Bradley. What is a part, is it a bolt? Is it a

:is? I mean, what is the part? Are we saying here that we

-oing to put up the barriers for all the manufacturers of

and sc~q and fPnciPrq';

Senator Heinz. I think the Senator recognizes that this

y grants the President authority to negotiate. It do~es not

him that he has to; it does not tell him that he has to

every single part. It just gives him the authority to do it

Therefore, it seems to me fairly important that we under-

that this is a grant of opportunity, not an instruction to

o cover every nut and bo1t-

Senator Bradley. Well, by that argument, I mean, you might

11.forget the ITC and forget the process, and just give the

ient the full authority in any industry that he deems to be

rious danger.

E do not know if it is such a wise idea to broaden the

-ity without a very clear definition of what parts are.

3enator Heinz. I think there is a good "common sense"

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 definition, and I think we ought to grant the Executive Branch the

2 discretion to decide what they want to do. That is all my addition.

3 does.

4 The Chairman. Here is what I want to suggest. it really does

5, not make any difference what we do about the fine points of this

6 measure if we do not get it out of committee because it cannot be

7 called up even out there on the floor. We are aware of the fact I

8 that there is opposition, Mr. Chafee has indicated opposition. Mr.!

9 Stevenson told me he is strongly opposed to it. I would not be

10surprised if an effort is to call this up, that even the motion
2:

:n 11 to proceed might be debated, just as it is on the Fair Housing Bil.

&12. But if it stays inside the committee then we know nothing
13 is going to happen.

14 Senator Dole.' But they can-offer, it as an amendment.

15 The Chairman. Of course, it could be offered as an amendment'

16 to something else. But I would just suggest that we accept Mr.

17 Heinz's amendment and that we just vote on it so the country can

18 know how the Finance Committee reacted to it.

-19 Frankly, I am not optimistic about the chance of it passing

20 the United States Senate, but at least as far as the Finance

.21 rn-mnmi +-+-s~s i cz -nnt m- en , r T rv-r-%ii A r -4 4, 4h 4 Ir. ~'. rV +- In ±mmY.L &±

22 c ommi ttee, how we think about it. I suspect that is the best

23 they are going to get, by the way, Mr. Heinz.

24 Is that all right with the committee, just to vote on it?

25 Senator Danforth. Mr. Chairman, if I could' just proceed for
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15 The Chairman. of course, it could be offered as an amendment'

16 to something else. But I would just suggest that we accept Mr.

17 Heinz's amendment and that we just vote on it so the country can

18 know how the Finance Committee reacted to it.

19 Frankly, I am not optimistic about the chance of it passing

20 the United States Senate, but at least as far as the Finance

21 Committee is concerned we could give them an answer in this'

22 committee, how we think about it. I suspect that is the best

23 they are going to get, by the way, Mr. Heinz.

24 Is that all right with the committee, just to vote on it? i

25 Senator Danforth. Mr. Chairman, if I could just proceed for
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1 one minute.,

2 I think it is clear from talking to a numberofMmes f

3 the Senate, particularly members of the Finance Commteta

4 there are many of us who are not happy about this reouio.W

5 consider ourselves philosophically to be committedtofe trd

Ln 61 and we realize that any time barriers are erected it sntafe

7 lunch, there are minuses, there are liabilities thataeicr d

81 'at the same time for the country.

~~ 9 That is certainly the case with respect to auto bie.Hw

U ~ever, this is the vehicle that is before us right now hsi

~"11 the resolution that is before us. Really, the issuei,"l,

;5 what do we want to do about it, do we vote for or aganti?

13 I think we are now in a position where we havetov efri.

14 I think that it is important to send to the Jabaneseamesg

15 that Congress simply will not tolerate a situation:i hiha

16 industry as important as the automobile industry, goec ow h

17 drain.

~n18 However, I think it is also important as we do i oidct

191 to the automobile industLry that this is in essence a lf-upr

20lsystem, and it is an expensive life-support system forters

21 of the country; and that eventually the patient is gon tohv

22 to get well and is going to have to be able to walk o t w

23 feet without being sustained a-rtificially by governmen nwa

24 !amounts to a subsidy, which is what the protection sytmi al

25 !about. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ esltin. W

2 4

Df Members of

nmittee, that

Resolution. We

to free trade

.t is not a free

.t are incurred

omobiles. How-

ow. This is

e is, "Well,

4ainst it? "

to vote for it.

a message

Ln which an

)es down the

it to indicate

life-support

or the rest

oing to have

on its own

ent in what

ystem is all
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1 ~Therefore, I think it is incumbent for all of us to focus

2on the long-term problems of the automobile industry, and in the

next Congress to pay special attention to what the problems are

and what is necessary to get that industry back on its feet so

41f 5
that the artificial support system does not have to maintain it

~ 6 forever.

7 Senator Chafee. Mr. Chairman, I do not agree with the

~ 8 procedure here. I do not think there is all this rush. As I

~~ understand from the newspaper announcements, this Administration

~ 10has indicated it does not intend to proceed under thisleiato

11if passed. That the incumbent President would not do anything

&12
z about it.

I ~So therefore, we get to the next year, the new Administration4I

If we then wish to pass it, all right, fine. But here we are

15Passing very significant legislation. We never had any hearings

16 on it. The legislation has been before this committee for four

~ 17~months, as I understand, and no one has taken it up. If anybody

J218 has asked for a hearing, I do not know about it. We have not been.

19 all that busy in the last few months.

20
I just think it is a great mistake to rush ahead with this

21 that is not'going to be used, as indicated.

22 ~ Now, Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary question. You indicated

23
you did not want any reports with this legislation. How is that

24
Itdetermined, what are my rights? Suppose I would like to have a

25
report?
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The Chairman. It would take a majority vote. Let me just

suggest this, Senator: I think I know something about your

capabilities and also those of Mr. Stevenson. I will tell you

right now that I do not have any doubt that if you two would

determine that this measure should not pass, it is not going to

pass.

All I want to do, I personally would like to just record

myself, and I think the others would also like to record themselx'

on the issue. Those who favor it, they could offer this as an

amendment to anything. They could offer it on an appropriations

bill; they could offer it on any of our tax bills, or even that

coffee agreement.

So, in other words, it is not within your power to prevent

somebody from trying to pass that through the United States

Senate. I suspect, and I'honestly believe that it is within

your power, particularly if Senator Stevenson feels as strongly

about it as he seems to feel, among those of you opposing it, I

think it is within your power to prevent this thing from passing

in any Form in this Congress in the few days that are left.

But I do think that we, the committee, ought to just vote on

it. I would like to vote. Is there any objection to the Heinz

amendment? I have no objection to it.

Without objection, it is agreed to.

Senator Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, if I could have just one

minute.
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!s, sir. Senator Bentsen.

I would like to comment on the fact that

e made a good one about what is happening

ction in Japan. They have a substantial,

ty to produce additional automobiles in

e coming onstream next year and the year

rom England where I know they have just

:-y restraint agreement with the Japanese to

)anese cars into England. I know that

larket are working towards the same end with

lay. That means that excess production has

States.

!trader all my life, and I am just as

r Danforth is in this -position. But I

o have something to be able to trade with

ast say you have the muscle to react whenI

their communications industry and their

they would not do quid pro quo with us.

;vould let us sell them some telephone poles,1

ar as any of the high technology manu-

ave for export, we could not utilize it

~d something to trade with, I think,

:aders in the world, and some of the most
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and the most effective. That means that the President

United States has to have some additional weapons.

!nator Roth. Mr. Chairman, could I just make one quick

along the lines of what Senator Bentsen just said?

think there is one reason to distinguish this industry

me of the other problems because in this industry we do

commitment of the major manufacturers to spend billions of

to modernize. They are not just coming in and saying, "We

].p." They are pledged to trying to modernize and be a

jIive force.

what is necessary is some time. I would just point out

competitors do not hesitate to use. protection .whean you

:ing about oranges, or beef, or some of-th'ese other things.

rould also point out that these other countries are

.g upon the United States for security, and that it is

ly essential that these vital companies like the automobile

tted to modernize and become competitive again.

Chairman. If I might, I would like to recognize Senator

ger, he has had his hand up for some time.

a.tor Durenberger. Just briefly, Mr. Chairman. I intend

against the proposal, and a lot of the arguments have been!

just wanted to add to this discussion of free trade the

)n I have had from two years on this committee, the

it of the members of this committee who'have been here

Lan I, to the subject of free trade.
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'e been impressed by that. I have been impressed by the

!arch on the 201 issue of how carefully this committee

had. dealt with this whole problem of injury. I think

law, while there may be some disagreement about the

s authority, the law is fairly clear - there were

earings and repeated legislation in this committee -

s not our intent to politicize this whole business of

d tariffs.

-ik the process has worked its way. There was a three to

There is recourse to the auto industry and related

through the court. I think there is time available.

concerned. The message went out to the automobile

year and-a-half ago. It went out again in August when

-he tax bill. We do not have to do anything to send

?ssages.

rery comfortable with the process that this committee

!d in the past to handle these situations, and intend

.th it.

Lairman. Senator wallop, do you want to say something?

ir Wallop. Mr. Chairman, I just have to say that

,ee in some principle with what both Senators Chafee

rger are saying, the fact is that Senator Bentsen has

thers, that there is no quid pro quo.

one thing to be a leader in the free trade movement

will follow it. But there is no point in going over

Al DFPrnm ILA MAP, IIA A KIt. Im
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you. The Japanese simply

the restrictive barriers, the

.SI just token stuff, a hundred-,

things that do not mean

ye not only an industry that

upport industry that surrounds

t are in trouble, those

<elihood this is not going

xnmittee and onto the floor,

ie that I intend to help with.

*think there are some

)und here as far as the

-nd how we are being "had".

extent it is being alleged

primrose path in approving

oved two years ago, and in

ened with these accusations.

a very thorough review of

States vis-a-vis Japan;

se matters which I thought
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1 we had covered in the -past.

2 j All of a sudden the Japanese are way ahead of us, are keeping

3!us out, are pouring their stuff in here. Now, if that is so, I

4think we ought to have some extensive hearings next year and get

5into this whole problem.

6 ~ The Chairman. Senator Dole?

71 Senator Dole. I was on the telephone earlier. Does the

8 Administration support the resolution? Is anybody here to speak?

9 ~ Mr. Foster. There is no one here from the Administration to
1!speak to it, and we have not been able to find an Administration

11 Position definitively in opposition or in support of it.

12 ~The Chairman. Mr. Riegel(?) ought to have a chance to be

13heard, he is sitting back there, he is very much interested. Stand!

14up there, Mr. Riegel, let us take a look at you. Do you want to

15 say something? We would be delighted to let you have a word in

16 here.

17 Mr. Riegel. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not want to try

18to barge into this discussion on this specific question that was

19raised. I do not know that the Administration has given a signal

2 one way or the other. They have been quiet on this issue,

21especially since the elections.
221 Itikteol definitive thing that I have heard is that

23 they would feel if this authority were created in a modified form

24: 1as has been suggested here, that would be something that they would!
25no intend to act on. That would be something they would leave
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ent. Of course, it is voluntary, so they could

Is there any limit on the President's

can he take action immediately or is there a

s~een the date of 'the ITC decision? Is there a

Deriod before the President can act? Would there

"he authority or any agreement would expire on

*e is no beginning waiting period. However, he

ter that automobiles and trucks are causing

*threat thereof, to the domestic industry.

y are, that is necessary.

*Are you talking about under the resolution?

he resolution, yes.

*or under the present authority?

nder the resolution.

Under the resolution.

o, he has to consider that. Then he has to be

domestic industry has exhausted available

ion 201 of the Trade Act of 1974. It is not

extends, whether it means they have to exhaust

Dr merely the administrative procedures. But

-isider that and be satisfied.

g7ould have to expire on July 1, 1983, but

I. the time necessary to allow orderly adjustment
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1 to, import competition. And he would have to consult with members

2 of the private sector before he entered into the agreement with

3 respect to negotiating it. This would include representatives of

4 consumers.

~~ 5 Those are essentially the procedural steps. But there is no
N

U5 6 absolute time limit that must be observed before he can complete

7 these steps. So, presumably it could occur very quickly if he

8 1were satisfied of the injury and the causation requirements and

9 had done some consultation.

E-
U 1 Senator Dole. As I understand, we could still, without
Z

delaying it any further in the committee, if we report it, it
C 12 is still open for amendment on the Senate floor. I think we shouldz

13 have -if we are going to pass it at all in the Senate -some

14 additional language.

15 I am willing to report it to the Senate floor, I may not be

>116 willing to do anything else. Maybe we can just vote.

~~ 17 The Chairman. I would like to do that, Why not just call

~ 18the roll because it is obvious it is not going to be unanimous.

-19 Mr. Stern. This is a vote to report the resolution.

20 The Chairman. To report the resolution as amended by

21 Senator Heinz.

22 ~Senator Dan'forth. The Senate, or the House r~solution?

*23 The Chairman. The House resolution amended by Mr. Heinz.

24 ~Mr. Stern. That is right, H.J. Res. 598 as amended. Mr.

25 Talmadge?
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Talmadge. Aye.

rn. Mr. Ribicoff, Mr. Byrd, Mr. Nelson, Mr. Gravel,

Bentsen. Aye.

rn. Mr. Matsunage, Mr. Moynihan?

Bradley. Aye by proxy.

:n. Mr. Baucus?

Baucus. Aye.

:n. Mr. Boren, Mr. Bradley?

Bradley. Aye.

'n. Mr. Dole?

Dole. Aye.

n. Mr. Packwood, Mr. Roth?

Roth. Aye.

n. Mr. Danf orth?

Danforth. Aye.

ni. Mr. Chafee?

T-hafee. No.

r1. Mr. Heinz?

Dole. Heinz votes aye.

'I. Mr. Wallop?

gallop. Aye.

1. Mr. Durenberger?

)urenberger. No.

1. Mr. Chairman?~

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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entees when they let us know

s and two nays. Mr. Dole?

sported without a filed

.-t it.

iy choices on a report?

*-ity views.

-t the bill has to lay over

z.,ed J.o g-wo our on tomorrow,

no hope that we will call it

ad any hope, it would be

Duster this bill, just get

to stand in line to

-busters going on and there

?r before this thing is

)u can get a word in edge-

.nd the time we go out

s the calendar we would

nd that is all we are

But if you want to make
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your views known, all right, we probably could content with that.

We just do not want to put ourselves in the position that the bill;

could not conceivably be called up between now and the time we

get through.

Senator Chafee. Do I have to get a majority vote here if I

want to file a report?

The Chairman. I would think if we elect not to file a

report, that only takes a majority vote. I1 would propose that we

not file a'report.

Senator Dole. Put out a Press release.

(Laughter.)

The Chairman. Those in favor of not filing a report say aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. opposed, no.

(Chorus of noes.)

The Chairman. Those who want to file a report, let us just

:all the roll and see how many it is that want to file a report.

:f you file a report, that means it cannot be called up.

Senator Dole. It can by unanimous consent.

The Chairman. What chance do you have of getting unanimous

onsent? That man right there tells you he is opposed to it. Call

I

I

C

the roll.I

Senator Chafee. Wait a minute, Mr. Chairman, I just want to

ask a auestion. Ar 1 .--sviatht o m.-.ii=~:I 
- --- ---- -- � L�-F%.J.Lu -L

1
25 ,! have to get a majority vote in this committee? IIt

I
'i I
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(Laughter.)I
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The Chairman. You cannot supplement something that does not

eXist.

Senator Dole. File a minority view.

Senator Chafee. I will let you supplement my view.

(Laughter.)

The Chairman. Well, Senator, I believe you are going to find

hat it is all a distinction without a difference.

Senator Chafee. I think there is a great, big difference.

ne means that the bill lays for three days, and the other does

ot. I think that is a big difference.

The Chairman. Would you pass me that thing?

Let me just" suggest that we go on to other matters. We voted

) report the bill. I do not believe it is going to be called

) anyway, so we will just leave it that way.

Senator Dole. I believe Senators Roth and Durenberger have

matter.

Mr. Stern. I was reading, Mr. Chairman, Item No. 10 - what I

read was 10(c) on page 4.

Senator Dole. Mr. Shapiro does not have the language prepared.

The Chairman. Do you want to give notice of your desire to

le minority views, Senator?

Senator Chafee. I do.

The Chairman. That is duly noted, that will protect your

ghts. Now, let us go on to the next matter.

25 Mr. Shapiro. During the course of the consideration of the

ii ~~~ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.I11
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resolution yesterday there was some discussion about modi-

ons to the Mortgage Subsidy Bond provision between Senator

.ns and other Senators with respect to potential burdens with

to the program- not necessarily the essential features of

-t with regard to some of the administrative provisions.

5 of right now we have not as yet had an opportunity to

it the specific language or some of the specific provisions.

,there does seem to be some reception to alleviating any

particular administrative burdens to the extent they can be

out.

.at I think that some of the Senators would like to be done

ave the staff work out these administrative burdens that'arE

to our attention, see if it can be worked out. Have the

ee agree to an amendment, have a committee amendment once

re worked out, and possibly have it offered through one of

mittee bills.

riator Roth. Mr. Chairman?

2 Chairman. Senator Roth.

-iator Roth. I would just like to speak out in support of

Shapiro has just'said. As you well know, through the

procedure of the reconciliation we in effect are adopting

:ion to limit the use of mortgage bonds, tax free, for

5of housing.

:hink one of the problems all of us had, that there were

.ngs and few of us really understood in depth what we were

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 doing. As a result some of the action we have taken, we have

211been contacted by our Governors and other people from home who are
3responsible for this program, that it is unworkable.

4I So, I would urge that we proceed along the lines that have

ibensuggested so that we continue to make this program feasible.
6!We did agree in conference that as much as $200 million could beLO~

N provided for housing, and we want to make certain that the

8 administrative details are feasible.

2 9 For that reason I support what he is saying.

Z 0 Mr. Shapiro. That is right. I will say that one of thez
11~ things I should put out in the record, that was discussed by the

& 12 conferees more so in the sessions that it was in the public, thatz

513 it should be worthwhile to bring into the record, is that a major

14 Iconcern that the Senate Conferees had was that with the House bill

15 !1you had two problems that were major issues.

16 one was the arbitrar's limit, and second was the market share,
17 ,how many bonds would be available. The major focus that the Senate

18 Conferees wanted to make was that there be more mortgage bonds

19 available. Therefore, where the House bill had a limit of $50

20 ~Imillion per State, or five percent, whichever is greater, the

211 Senate was able to convince the House to increase that sgiiat

tohave the $50 million go to $200 million, and have the five

23 ipercent market share go to nine percent.

24 So, the Senate was able to get the House to go along with a
25 :significant increase in the number of bonds that could be availablelf
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..ried to encourage them to reduce costs to come within those

:..s

Sen~ator Dole. As I understand it, you are going to try to

*language that is not going to open up the can of worms

Mr. Shapiro. Only the administrative burdens which may be

*I should point out that this is a whole new program in the

of this legislation. It is very complicated, we will do

est we can in the short time. It may very well be that next

you may hear some things that we were not able to deal with,

because we are not familiar with it, or they have brought to

ttention that we are not familiar.

3ut let me assure you, we will do the best we can in the

period of time to alleviate the burdens that we are aware of

r'he Chairman. Might I suggest that we just put this on some

Le? The best I could think of off-hand was that coffee

iient that was reported out. We need a vehicle, we need a

on which to put the rider. Something that the House would

;enator Roth. Yes.

'he Chairman. Can you suggest some better vehicle to move

[r. Shapiro. What you may want to do is keep that in reserve

e you have a number of bills that are pending right now,

'e believe need to be worked out. Possibly there will be
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)fan agreement, or attempt to get an agreement to deal

)mmittee bills that are on the calendar right now.

iairman. Anything we can put it on.

iapiro. What you might want to decide to do is some- time

.o put it on anything that you think is appropriate.

airman, ts that all right with the committee? We

approved it, and whatever vehicle they let us put it

add it.

r Roth. I think that is satisfactory. I would only

t it is something that the Blouse will act upon.

r Wallop. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the procedure,

not want it to be thought that merely because we do

5sue is dead for the next- tme hec-ise t-here --- -- --.

problems that occur in my State-*that simply cannot

:h by any Federal program that now exists.

.ntend to come back to it, regardless of what we do.

)ick. Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding that what

.ng to solve here are simply the administrative

measuring a given amount of arbitrage, and that in noI

suggesting that there should be any change in the

mits that were set in the bill. I think this is

cedural mechanism, and to the extent that there is a

would gladly cooperate because anything that makes

rability simpler and more manageable, we are in favor

AI ~ .-
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'Y much.

committee adjourned, to

e chair.)
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